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Chapterr Seven

Workplacee Violence
Introduction n
Thiss chapter examines empirical cases to understand the daily experiences of
womenn plantation workers in the highly hierarchical and discriminative labor structure.
Discussionn centers on a number of women's experiences of varying degrees of acts of
violencee and how they react to these experiences. First, this chapter examines the nature
off violence at work. Chapter Three explained that women workers occupy the lowest
sociall and economic status in the plantation. Despite their disadvantageous working
conditions,, women are attached to plantation work. Women work under the supervision
off a mandor and have no direct access to the highest levels of bureaucracy. Therefore,
thiss sub-chapter will elucidate relationships between tea-pickers and mandor, which are
cruciall in understanding daily work experiences and the occurrence of gender violence
inn the workplace. It will also discuss the low wages and harmful work conditions which
markk the women's vulnerable position in the workplace. Various forms of violence in
thee workplace will be discussed subsequently. Following this, the chapter turns to the
wayss women deal with violence. As we shall see, sexual violence at work is widespread
andd almost taken for granted by women. In experiencing and coping with sexual
violence,, women actively use it as a weapon to survive the hardship of their work
conditions.. In addition to sexual violence perpetrated by mandor against their workers,
theree were also some cases involving women workers and male co-workers and/or
upperr management staff. The latter cases are also conferred to provide insight into the
influencee of gender and work relations in the plantation institution in the occurrence of
violencee against women.
Thiss chapter discusses how the perceptions and responses of women, both
individuallyy and collectively, influence and are influenced by violence and the women's
awarenesss of the physical and psychological impacts of it. The study found that
women'ss collective awareness of their low status is essential in efforts to overcome acts
off violence and that collective resistance is used to survive tea-pickers' hardships.
Nonetheless,, the women's shared status as subordinate, exploited and marginalized
workerss does not always lead to collective awareness as every individual develops
uniquee perceptions of and responses to violence faced in the workplace. Therefore,
analyzingg women's agency and subjectivity within the context of gender violence and
rightsrights is crucial to gain insight into possible responses to violence.
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1.. Violence at W o r k
Violencee against women plantation workers must be understood in the context of
thee nature of work and work relations. The broad definition of violence includes laws
andd social policy that perpetuate women's socio-economic subordination in the form of
discrimination,, segregation, and marginalization. In plantation work, women experience
aa range of gender-based violence which does not always lead to physical, psychological
orr sexual harm or suffering. They are subject to underpayment as tea picking is
associatedd as stereotypically women's work which leads to marginalization and limited
opportunityy for vertical movement. Jain (1998:123) argues that the planters' purpose
behindd creating a division between heavy and light work is to devalue women's labor
andd to rationalize low wages. Moreover, the functioning of a piece-rate wage system in
teaa picking is itself a form of exploitation since there is no guarantee that crops ensure a
livingg wage. Instead, women are forced to work during scarcity of leaves from which
theyy gain nothing but weariness and, subsequently, troubles in their domestic lives.
Underr such hard circumstances, indeed, these women are treated no better than coolies.
Thee conditions of women plantation workers in Kaligua and in West Java tea
plantationss (Grijns 1992) have improved since the days of tea plantation indentured
servitudee and slavery in the Caribbean and Sri Lanka in the 19th century (MathurinMairr 1998. Reddock 1998, Kurian 1998). But, there are still shared characteristics in the
naturee of the work and the women's conditions. As indicated by Kurian (1982), tea
pickerss are concentrated in activities that entail very little capital equipment; are time
consuming:: have a low status: are essential to the running of the plantation; and are
subjectedd to male supervision and authority, which is often expressed in physical abuse
andd sexual violation.
Basedd on these ongoing concerns, this chapter examines in detail the actual
experiencess of workplace violence on the plantation. Given the crucial position of the
monitormonitor over the tea pickers, the following section will discuss the relationship between
teaa pickers and mandor.
1.1.. The Relationship between Tea-Pickers and Mandor
Ass explained in Chapter Four, the role of the mandor has changed over time from a
recruiterr to an overseer or supervisor. Despite these changes, mandor still assume
criticall positions in the plantation organization since they act as mediators between the
plantationn management and the women workers (Grijns 1987). This position allows
mandormandor to channel information and other management policies to the workers and to
makee sure that the workers execute the work correctly and on time. They are also
supposedd to communicate workers' interests to the management, as the existing highly
hierarchicall structure of the plantation organization makes it impossible for the workers
too have direct access to the management.
MandorMandor in Kaligua plantation are the immediate representation of management for
womenn workers and other casual workers. Few if any of the women's needs and
interestss are brought beyond their mandor. Therefore, disappointment and feelings of
unfairnesss are related to women workers' relationships with their mandor as individuals
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andd as representatives of the management. Mandor screen worker complaints and
requestss based on their own interests1. The occurrence of conflicting interests and
disagreementt are obvious ways in which mandor exercise power over the workers, and
inn which gender and class-based violence can be observed.
Ass mediators, mandor have to balance their roles as plantation employees and as
providerss for their workers. They perceive their position as defendants of the workers
whilee acting as management allies. According to some mandor, they feel troubled when
theyy have to force the workers on behalf of management policy. This is because most
workerss are familiar to them as relatives, neighbors, or relatives of fellow mandor, and
thuss they have personal reasons to attend to their concerns. The workers believe that the
mandormandor have structural authority and that they are the channels to bring their needs to
thee highest levels of management. For most workers, the image of a strong and
powerfull mandor is still prevalent. For many mandor, however, this image provokes
hesitation.. They wish to preserve it to a certain degree but at the same time they are
expectedd to defend the workers. A young mandor explained the difficulties of bearing
thiss outdated definition and image:
InIn the past, being a mandor was a status symbol that most men in the neighborhood
admired.admired. I heard people say that mandor got almost whatever they wished for, including
one'sone's life, meaning their labor. Additionally, there are a lot of stories about mandor who
couldcould just take any woman as their simpanan (mistress) and they had so many wives with no
mentionmention of sexual harassment; that was their way of life. Nowadays, we just bear this image
eveneven though we actually depend on the management and are not as powerful as our
forerunners.forerunners. Our workers believe we have authority and we just try to deceive them acting
likelike 'yes we do' to secure their respect. (Tarto)

Inn the day-to-day running of the plantation, the mandor are the direct supervisors of
thee workers. As an effort to push their workers to work harder, and demonstrate their
control,, mandor sometimes tease their workers by making up stories. For example, they
toldd the workers that there might be no more opportunities for women in tea picking,
andd that the management had invented a new tea picking technique that would suit men.
Thee mandor said that this method would be implemented soon and if it happened that
menn would replace them. Therefore they asked the workers to work hard and pick good
qualityquality leaves to ensure that they did not lose their jobs. This method of shock therapy
worked.. Many women tried to find out the truth by asking me curiously. Beginning in
thee middle of 2001, in fact, the plantation had initiated a pilot project on a new picking
methodd that used manual picking scissors in two kemandoran. The workers imagined
thatt the use of mechanical picking scissors would later replace the manual ones. Some
womenn took this rumor seriously and worried about their future work but others
comfortedd themselves by saying that there was no better way of picking tea leaves than
usingg bare hands. Critically they believed that it was a rumor spread by mandor, just a
threatt to scare the coolies. Again, this was because they knew that mandor would do
anythingg to force their workers to support management interests.

Ass discussed earlier during the course of the research there was only one observed case of a woman
teaa picker who went directly to the administrator. She forced herself to talk to the administrator
becausee she received inadequate information from her mandor about the lay-offs that would be
conductedd at the end of 2000. Fortunately she was among those lucky workers who continued
working.. The management kept her as a tea picker despite her poor eyesight.
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InIn addition, most mandor reported a breakthrough brought about by the reformation
era-- after the fall of Suharto's New Order regime in 1998- in the attitudes of the
workers.. The introduction of new agricultural crops namely potatoes and cabbage,
affectedd the village's social economy. This agricultural transformation led some
farmingg households to invest in their land and some profited from successful harvests.
Vegetablee products were benefited by the devaluation of the rupiah starting in 1997, as
discussedd in Chapter Four. Successful crops by several farm households influenced
landlesss households to try their luck through penjarahan hutan (looting, illegal forest
claimm or utilization) to find a piece of land for fanning activities. Those who had
successfull crops became newly rich households. Furthermore, the establishment of a
mushroomm company in 1995-1996 created changes in the local economy and led to
verticall socio-economic mobility for some successful farm households. This socioeconomicc transformation influenced the lives of local rural people including some
womenn plantation workers.
TheyThey are much more articulated now, they say what they don't want and complain about
thingsthings that are against their interests. That never happened before. We must know how to
ngemongngemong (carefully attend to their wishes) while still keeping our position as allies to our
employers.employers. (Rohim, a senior mandor)
YouYou can see them wearing clothes in the gardens deceiving their socio-economic
backgrounds.backgrounds. Those women belong to newly rich farm households but still they won't give
upup tea picking. As a mandor, I sometimes feel inferior to compare my own background with
them.them. But I try to be professional; in the garden they are my subordinates even though I must
taketake off my shoes when entering their newly constructed houses with ceramic tile floors
...(Marwan,, a young mandor)

Thee elucidations by the two mandor above are best understood as representing the
anxietyy of mandor about their position. Even though some mandor and other plantation
workerss took part in farming activities, many were unsuccessful both in cultivating and
marketingg strategy. During the 16 months of fieldwork, there were some farming
newcomerss and speculators who ended up with financial loss and gave up farming. At
anyy rate, mandor considered their social and economic status as decreasing in both the
plantationn and village. The contradiction between their current socio-economic
performancee and the old image of mandor created an intricate state of affairs.
Nevertheless,, the position of mandor as worker supervisors and mediators between
managementt and the workers lead them to become potential perpetrators of violence
againstt their workers. As we shall see later, mandor behavior was very much influenced
byy attempts to balance the needs and interests of these two parties.
Thee next section discusses how women take part in the running of the plantation
industryy through their cheap labor. It gives a clear picture on the overall condition of
women'ss work and the low economic return and harmful work conditions that reflect
thee violation of women's rights in the workplace. It is in this context that women
becomee the targets of further workplace violence based on gender and work relations.
1.2.. Low Wages and Harmful Work Conditions
Thee meaning of plantation work for tea pickers was described in Chapter Three.
Forr most, tea picking is the best possible choice of work, and so there is no motivation
too switch to other income generating activities.
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WorkingWorking as a tea picker just fits our needs as housekeepers. My basic duty in the house is
cooking,cooking, tea picking helps me buy our rice andfeed my family... (Sanii)

Thiss is a common perception of women tea pickers. As explained in Chapter Four,
mostt women use their wages to nyadong beras or to get rice in advance and pay for it
laterr through direct deduction from their wages. This mechanism allows women to buy
ricee between paychecks, at which time they go into further debt for rice. It is rare when
thee women bring home their cash except during abundant crops. Rather than taking cash
home,, on payday many women are forced to bring money from their husbands or other
workingg household members and/or from other sources of debt to pay for rice.
NyadongNyadong beras is almost completely associated as a woman's responsibility; few
menn use their wages for this. For women, this is crucial as this helps fulfill their role of
preparingg food, yet, often leaves them with no cash to bring home. Women are proud of
contributingg rice to the household, but with no money of their own they feel dependent
onn their husband's earnings. For some women, this mechanism contributes to their
underestimationn of their economic role.
WeWe work, but on payday we ask our husbands for money to pay for rice. Then we ask for
moneymoney again to buy side dishes; otherwise we go to the shop for debt. (Wartiyah)

Despitee the small income from tea picking, (only 145 rupiah per-kilogram of
tealeavess in 2000 and 155 in 2001), most women consider tea picking a significant
sourcee of income because it gives them other advantages. Women look forward to
productionn bonuses and THR {timjangan hari raya or Iedul Fitri bonuses). These
incentivess are referred to as duit kagetan (surprise money). The amount of bonus money
andd the requirements to obtain them are subject to change every year. Bonuses are
usuallyy distributed at the start of the new school year (June or July) to enable parents to
payy for school expenses. These are calculated based on production profits. In 2000, the
THRR calculation was based on worker attendance within the three months before THR
distributionn in December, one week before Iedul Fitri.
II want the THR that will be given in December. It's a lot of money so I hope I can keep
strongstrong and successfully pass my difficult pregnancy until I receive the THR. I heard that
pickerspickers would only receive THR if they worked in the three months prior to the THR. It's
onlyonly two months to go, and then 111 take my maternity leave. (Tumirah)

Kartemm described women's dependence on tea picking and how they exchanged
theirr labor for small amounts of money. Kartem was a young worker whom I met while
shee was lying weak on a bed in her kitchen, close to the stove to warm her body. She
wass in the fifth month of her first pregnancy in October 2000. She told me that she had
nott felt well since she first recognized she was pregnant. But she did not give up
workingg despite her weakness and dizziness when at work. Kartem was so weak that I
wass very happy when four months later in February 2001 I found her full of health and
carryingg her healthy baby.
However,, duit kagetan did not always surprise the workers in a positive way. Many
peoplee complained about the changing prerequisites and wondered how the mandor
calculatedd the bonuses. They wanted it to be clear to them, but it was not appropriate for
womenn in their position to inquire.
// come here on behalf of my mother. She wonders why she didn 't get the bonus while
actuallyactually she was working in 2000 and only one month later she gave up her work when her
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mandormandor asked her to. I already asked her mandor but he said that my mother's name is not
onon the list so he did not have any reason to give her a bonus. I don't understand why this
happened.happened. She got her THR, which was also given based on her presence in 2000, but no
theythey say that she is not on the same list. My mother is really expecting her money. She
deservesdeserves the money. But, what can I do? I think they take advantage of our powerlessness,
ourour foolishness. (Sulis)
Thee dependence of women on tea picking does not make them ignorant of their
conditions.. They were thankful to Mbah De Jong for giving them the chance to make
moneyy through tea picking but there were times when they felt oppressed. Scarcity of
tealeavess was the most difficult time for women, during which they complained a lot.
YouYou see that the weather is really bad. The leaves are destroyed in only one night but they
stillstill force us to pick the following day. Why should we go there when we know that we won't
bebe able to make enough money even to pay for our lunch in the garden? But, we are forced
toto go; otherwise we will lose our chance to get the bonuses. (Rasini)
Fromm July-September and January-March, rains and winds attack the tea plants and
destroyy the leaves. During these times women can pick only five to 10 kilograms per
day,, some collect even less than this. Production has to continue, however, even at very
loww rates and these women workers are its pillars.

IIfeel that as kuli (coolies) we are thought of as sapiperah (milk cows) by our boss. Theyjust
askask us to work better, to be diligent, careful, on time, to guarantee the quality of the
products.products. But we receive less than what we expect. In the scarce season where it is obvious
difficultdifficult to collect many or good leaves they still force us to work. I wonder why these smart
peoplepeople pretend not to know about nature, they keep commanding us to go to the garden
regardlessregardless of sun, rain, or wind... (Dariyah)
Ann older tea picker, Nurti, whose daughters were all tea pickers as well,
aggressivelyy expressed her anger by saying that women tea pickers were the backbone
off the plantation. It was destiny that put them in the lowest position, but they deserved
moree appreciation from the management.
TheseThese young men really don't know how difficult it is to pick the leaves. 1 bet they have never
donedone it and will never have the strength to carry out a basket of leaves on their shoulders.
TheyThey just roam around riding their cars or motorcycles, giving orders and then receiving a
lotlot of money. I have learned that a new sinder is almost always skinny when he first arrives,
butbut later he and his family get fatter and fatter. When they are transferred as requested by
headquarters,headquarters, we see that three trucks are not enough to carry their belongings. But,
youyou can easily see that we have nothing but this ugly hut. It is really unfair. (Nurti)
Evenn though most women look forward to abundant crops when they can make
moree money, observations made during this season were dismaying. Abundant crops
providee extra work for many different types of workers, starting in the gardens. Women
aree forced to collect as many leaves as possible to increase production. Tealeaves must
bee picked on time to guarantee their quality. During the high season when the plants
groww productively, the rotation of picking areas is 3-4 days faster than during other
seasonss (7-12 rotating days). Pickers are forced to pick the leaves before they became
tooo mature (as overly mature leaves lack quality).
Manyy women complain because they are forced to work longer hours despite their
weariness.. Longer working hours also means their household tasks suffer. For some
women,, this causes trouble at home. In this, the link of domestic and workplace
violencee was observed and confirmed by most informants. Women have the
predicamentt of combining overtime with their domestic work. Whether women felt
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forcedd to work longer or voluntarily worked more for additional money, they sacrificed
theirr domestic tasks. Simultaneously this led to exhaustion and/or quarrels with their
husbandss (see Chapter Six). However, they were unlikely to argue with orders, usually
fromm the highest authority, and only expressed by the mandor. Mandor also face
difficultiess during these times.
Forr me and perhaps for the workers, having low or abundant crops are no different,
bothh give us trouble. We are all running for the production target. Our boss pressures us
andd we then pressure our workers. It's not easy because our workers leave work during
loww crops because they gain less {both in terms oftealeaves and money) yet work very
hard.. But, we have to force them to come to the garden (to pick leaves) regardless of the
season.. I pity them; they work hard for no return. Humans are different from machines,
aren'tt they? Even though there are a lot of leaves during the abundant crops, they
cannott be forced to work longer. Going back and forth to the gardens while carrying a
heavyy load on their backs is not an easy task. Yet, we have to force our workers to
completee their tasks for the company profit. (Mono, a mandor)
Sufferingg from harmful working conditions is only one aspect of the picker's work.
Thee women also must survive their vulnerability as the lowest level of laborers. Most
oftenn this is through confrontations with their mandor as direct supervisors representing
thee male-dominated plantation social structure. The following sections examine
women'ss experiences of different types and degrees of gender violence and their risk
factors,, as well as their individual and collective perceptions and responses to these.
2.. Verbal Abuse and Intimidation and Their Risk Factors
Owingg to their lowest position and lack of direct access to articulate their
objections,, most women rely on their mandor for support in confrontation with
managementt policy. In fact, the roles of mandor as direct supervisors and mediators
betweenn the women and the management causes tension for both sides. In most cases,
however,, mandor have to secure their status as management allies rather than stand by
theirr workers. There are several factors that explain disputes between mandor and
workers. .
2.1.. J at ah and Production Targets
Thee application of sistem jatah (the system of crop allotment) provides a clear
picturee of the similarities and differences in the interests of mandor and workers. Every
monthh mandor are required to meet quotas or jatah calculated for the season. This
systemm was created to meet production targets. For example, in October 2000, the target
off Kaligua I-II division was 247,700 kilograms. This was shared by the 362 registered
teaa pickers and divided by 25 working days to get 27 kilograms for each picker per day
orr 162 kilograms per week. If a tea picker met this weekly requirement she earned an
extraa Rp 6,630 as bonus. Pickers would also receive an additional monthly incentive of
Rpp 10,000 if they were present for a minimum of 20 working days per month. It was
raree for pickers to get all of the weekly incentives, but they were nearly assured of the
monthlyy incentive. Both mandor and workers strived to meet the targets. The workers
profitt through bonuses, and mandor gain both money and prestige.
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MandorMandor work performance was assessed based on their ability to meet production
targets.. No matter the weather (and unexpected rain, wind, or sun severely affects
harvests),, mandor are forced to meet quotas. At the end of the day, mandor regularly
havee brief meetings in the division office to report their gains to the sinder and mandor
coordinator.. At this time, a clerk records their gains in the logbook and on the big board
hangingg on the wall so that everybody can look at each other's records. This public
displayy of records causes embarrassment for mandor who cannot meet the quotas.
Sometimess their colleagues and superiors tease them and jokes are made at their
expense.. Most mandor are thus in competition with one another to meet the targets.
Thiss then affects the men's tempers and moods, and often leads to trouble for their
workers. .
TeasingTeasing one another about the picking target is common among the mandor. But, sometimes
wewe feel uncomfortable about it. If this happens there are people around us who are affected;
thethe wife, the children, and the workers. (Diyah)

Thee pursuit of target quotas put mandor on the side of management in the eyes of
workers.. Failure to meet targets makes mandor blame the workers and force them to
workk harder over the next several days. The workers can easily recognize when mandor
aree in bad moods due to target disappointment or other external influences.
II know exactly when we will have trouble with my mandor, it is always after he gets in
troubletrouble with his superiors. It usually starts with an acara (meeting). When my mandor
returnsreturns from a meeting, we almost always receive the same orders and complaints he got
duringduring the meeting. So, meetings are a warningfor us. (Inah)

Althoughh offended, the workers are aware of their powerlessness to argue with
theirr superiors. Some understand that their mandor has to balance his position between
thee management and the workers, while others do not care about his dilemmatic
position.. One thing is sure, whenever something bad happens between the mandor and
thee management, the workers feel its consequences.
OurOur mandor just can't stand their bad tempers and being blamed by their chief superiors...
theythey cannot fight with the sinder, so they only have us coolies to target because of their
disappointment,disappointment, their anger. (Darmi)

Inn interviews with mandor, most mentioned that they felt insecure after being
reprimandedd by either the sinder or administrator. They realized that their position was
likee "kegencet mrika-mrikf (being attacked from both sides). Most mandor wanted to
standd by the workers since they know how difficult their work is as tea pickers and pity
theirr workers. However, they, too, are just bawahan (subordinates) who must obey the
commandd of the superiors, and thus have no choice but to give orders to their workers,
and,, in some cases, transfer the hard feelings they have after being reprimanded by their
superiorss to their workers. Considering the hierarchical structure of the plantation
organization,, the transfer of blame and hard feelings can start at the highest level of
managementt in headquarters and reach down to the lowest level of laborers in the
garden. .
2.2.. W o m e n ' s Attitudes toward Work
Itt is normal that workers want to pick as many leaves as possible because every leaf
contributess to their total gain. Therefore, it is difficult for them to follow the command
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off the mcmdor to pick leaves orderly in one area at a time. If they cannot find enough
goodd quality leaves in one area, tea pickers prefer to jump to other areas with better
leaves.. Doing this helps the workers to work faster with better gains, but risks the wrath
ofof the mandor.
TheThe mandor gives the orders and we follow. If they get angry and start ngomehi (verbally
abusingabusing us) it is because we make mistakes. Mandor are never wrong because they give us
thethe rules. Yes we make mistakes that are really difficult to avoid. We want to work faster to
gaingain as many leaves as possible. The most common mistake is that we do not carefully pick
thethe leaves as ordered by our mandor. We just choose those leaves which are easy to reach,
especiallyespecially the good big young ones. You see... they are on top of the trees and easier to pick.
(Disem) )

Anotherr trick women used was cheating on their weight. To get heavier yields,
manyy women tried to cheat the mandor by intentionally putting stones or wood into
theirr baskets. In doing this, they hoped that the mandor would not realize until after the
baskett had been weighed and taken to the factory. In fact, not all women were lucky
becausee mandor sometimes asked them to sort the leaves before they were weighed2. If
thee mandor found strange things in one of his worker's baskets, he would berate them
(omelan)(omelan) to reprimand them. The guilty woman would keep quiet and be very
embarrassed.. Other workers would pretend not to know what was going on.
Thesee cases show that women were aware of the things they did to earn their
mandor'smandor's vehemence. Because of this self-perception -that they were actually the ones
whoo caused such conflicts- many women confirmed that what happened between them
andd their mandor was usual. They were used to verbal abuse and intimidation by the
mandor.mandor. Mandor got angry because they thought that the workers were lazy and made
mistakess all the time, while the workers knew that they intentionally made mistakes to
earnn better gains.
MandorMandor will never give up berating us (ngomel). It's just their way of communicating with
thethe workers. It seems that they are paid only for attacking their workers. We disobey them
repeatedlyrepeatedly and the tensions continue... (Ribut)

Anotherr common trick was leaving the garden early. The reasons why many
womenn workers left during working hours were the same. One day I saw Rati leave
workk during the first break. She sneaked out when the mandor was busy weighing the
leaves.. When I met her the next day and asked her why she did it, she said that she just
didd not want to hear her mandor berate her.
II know I was wrong not to ask permission, but that's how we ease our problems. I know that
laterlater he will recall this when he next gets angry with me for making a mistake when he is in
aa bad mood. I know that he will start to open up my faults in the past. But, I reserve it for the
future...future... by hoping that things will be good to me. (Rati)

Likee many other women, Rati left work early because she was expected to attend to
herr household and community tasks, which cannot be neglected. Kurian (1998:72)
clearlyy explained this situation related to the fact that most laborers live within close

Previouslyy this sorting phase was made irregularly depending on the request of the processing
factoryy middle manager. During the second field study, sorting was done regularly to ensure
productionn quality. This top-down decision was made after the headquarter management conducted
productt assessment in cooperation with a tea research center in 2003.
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proximityy of the plantation boundaries and thus their domestic and plantation work is
oftenn intertwined.

WorkWork is difficult now. There are too many rules that we must follow to secure our position. If
wewe make a mistake they easily blame us for not following the rules. It's possible that we will
loselose our job because of the new rules. At the same time, we have many things to do as wives,
mothers,mothers, and community members. Sometimes we have to attend to these tasks and sacrifi
ourour work. It's not easy for us to ask for leavefromour mandor, so we sneak off the job when
wewe are out of his sight. We are lucky if he does not see us... or he pretends not to see us.
(Turah) )
Mostt women reported experiences of verbal abuse by mandor related to their
strategiess to obtain better gains. Verbal abuse through words such as males (lazy), bodo
(stupid),, ra keneng diatur (stubborn), karepe dewe (stubborn), sembrono (careless), and
bisanebisane mung ngomong bae (too much talk), were routinely yelled out by mandor when
theyy were in bad tempers. Interestingly though, many women regarded this behavior as
normall and even sometimes thought it was deserved. "What can I do then? We are just
coolies.. If we were smart and educated we would not have been coolies. We might be
mandormandor or people like you". Grijns (1987:109) observed the tendency of women to
regardd themselves as bodoh or payah (stupid or troublesome), which reflects the
internalizationn of their subordinate position in the plantation and the village.
Ass they considered harmful remarks common and part of their daily work
experiences,, many women disregarded that these experiences attacked their dignity,
"it'ss normal and we don't mind it". There were quite a lot of women, however, who
confirmedd that mandor were all the same in the sense that the only thing they did was
commandd on behalf of the management and did nothing to help their workers except for
ngomehingomehi kuline (berating their coolies). Wainah, who has worked with four mandor,
confirmedd that in her opinion there were no good mandor.
TheyThey are all mean because they just get angry with their workers. If they are not angry it is
becausebecause we know how to make them stay calm. We work as best as we can and follow their
orders.orders. But, who can follow orders all the time if we find something better to gain. We just
wantwant to help ourselves (by making some 'mistakes') because no one else can. Besides, if they
wantwant to get angry they will do it regardless of whether or not we make mistakes. (Walinah)
Thee cases above represent the ways in which women position themselves as
subordinatee to survive supervision by mandor. This self-perception can also be
understoodd as a way to handle their powerless in the plantation's hierarchy. Despite
theirr reduced power as a result of changes in the plantation's organization, mandor
remainn critical in influencing women's bargaining positions. Hidden competition
betweenn mandor to meet the daily harvest quotas also forces them to put pressure on
theirr workers. Women are thus direct targets to ensure their position and prestige.
MandorMandor have their own ways of exercising power over the women workers. Verbal
abuse,, intimidation and gestures are used effectively as coercive disciplinary methods.
Womenn need the money (and therefore plantation work) to meet their daily needs,
particularlyy rice. This need for rice causes the women to creatively strategize to survive
theirr work conditions. They do this by cheating on their gains and by making other
intentionall 'mistakes'. Little advantage is gained over the mandor by the fact that many
off the women are from the same neighborhood as him, are close neighbors or are
relatedd to him. Most women expect mandor to side with them, which is impossible, as
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theyy must side with the management to keep their own jobs. All these pressures put on
womenn result in women looking down on themselves.
3.. Physical H a r m
Thiss section describes women's experiences of physical harm. By physical harm I
referr to those attitudes which involve physical moves and gestures by mandor as
perpetrators.. Women may or may not suffer physical pain as a result, but as we shall see
mandormandor attitudes harm women in certain ways.
Teaa pickers work under the gaze of mandor who walk along pathways, stand on
higherr ground, and directly supervise workers they expect to make mistakes. During
thiss supervision, they occasionally shout orders such as "Go to the north, go to the
north!"" "Go and pick only the young fresh leaves!" or "Don't just talk and chat in the
garden,, work properly!" and call out the names of workers making mistakes. Usually
thee workers follow these commands instantly. Those caught leaving a picking area too
earlyy are made to go back and finish the picking there. Some women who are left
behindd by the other members of the group are forced to move faster. Women who are
foundd talking too much with their colleagues are told to shut up and work properly.
Thesee are typical situations in the gardens. Yet, nobody reports such occurrences as
harmful.. As reported by many women, "If I brought all of these abuses to my heart, I
wouldd have quit my job long ago". Women cope by not letting such situations affect
them. .
Somee moments, however, showed different types of abusive experiences in the tea
gardens.. As confirmed by many women, mandor were more oppressive and behaved
mostt cruelly after attending meetings with their supervisors. Private matters were also
knownn to trigger abuse. I had the impression when I encountered such situations in the
gardenss that most workers felt oppressed when their mandor expressed dissatisfaction
andd anger with them.
Onee day, the workers explained that Sabamo (a mandor) was in a bad mood. All
thee pickers were unhappy. No one was singing, nor even openly talking. They were
whisperingg with one another and grumbling about the awkward situation. Sabarno
lookedd uncomfortable when I approached him, said hello and asked about the work. He
couldd not hide his emotions and just answered my questions briefly before he left me.
Thee garden was quiet, only the sound of leaves being picked and women moving in
theirr boots gave any signs of life. Everybody tried to keep busy picking with bended
heads.. When I approached one of the pickers whom I knew well, Runtah, I could see
herr face begging me to leave her alone. I decided to leave the women because I was
worriedd that they would get into more trouble due to my presence.
Whenn I came back later during weighing time, there was no improvement, instead,
itt looked even worse. Sabarno angrily screamed at the workers repeatedly. He pushed
awayy women who were blocking his view of the scale. He kicked out at some baskets
thatt blocked his way and told the owners to make them neat and tidy. When he saw an
oldd woman step over some baskets, I saw him beat her legs with a tree branch. Nobody
spoke.. Silently they left the gardens. It was one of the worst days I encountered.
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Onn the way back from the gardens I talked with some of the women who looked
likee they had just been freed from a hostage situation. They talked about Sabarno who
wass known for his bad temper, about his cruelty to his workers and finally confirmed
thatt things like that happened often. They refused, however, to consider such
experiencess as important. They regarded them as damaging and abusive, but also as
normal.. "Of course it's very unpleasant. No one likes to be scolded. But, it's just part of
ourr work."
Onn another occasion, I found Marwan (another mandor) in a bad mood. I knew him
ass a young friendly mandor, respected by his workers. I was a bit surprised to see him
inn such a bad temper. Curiously, I approached him as he was standing beside a worker
foundd cheating by picking old rough leaves (therefore the picking was done more
quicklyy and more leaves were collected which affected the total weight). I pitied this
workerr who looked depressed to be so closely scrutinized by her mandor. Everybody
staredd at her. I overheard Marwan say to her, "I tell you over and over but it seems that
youu are too stupid to get my message". Later I found out that my presence made this
womann feel even more uncomfortable, which made me feel guilty. During working
hourss I observed Marwan repeatedly scream at his workers. Occasionally he spoke
usingg a tree branch as a prop, just like a shepherd herds a flock of sheep, to direct the
womenn to a new picking plot. Once I saw him approach some women picking leaves in
aa closed area. He found it inefficient so he asked them to move while using a stick to
chasee them away. This was particularly disrespectful as many of the women were much
olderr than him. When I asked Marwan what made him angry, he just said that the
workerss gave him a headache. He said they were stupid They made the same mistakes
ass newcomers, even though they had been working for a long time. When I asked him
whyy he got angry at common mistakes, he said that sometimes he just could not stand
suchh stupidity.
Theree were no reports of physical abuse of women by the mandor and other male
supervisorss except for the relatively 'small' incidents in the cases of Sabarno and
Marwann above. However, direct and critical observations of women at work divulged
everydayy forms of verbal abuse by mandor, harmful from a human rights perspective.
Evenn if the women themselves regarded their experiences as normal, a closer look at
theirr behavior and a critical examination of their narratives shows how they respond to
thesee unpleasant circumstances. Therefore, it is incorrect to say that women were
unawaree of or that they passively accepted their conditions. Women's reactions will be
discussedd in the following section.
4.. W o m e n ' s Responses to Day-to-day Acts of Violence
Thee previous sections of this chapter have discussed women's experiences of and
thee risk factors of verbal abuse, intimidation, and physical harm in their work as tea
pickers.. As argued above, women tend to look down on themselves by saying that they
aree ignorant, uneducated, and just coolies who deserve these facts of life. In most cases,
theyy blame themselves for disputes with their mandor as a reflection of their low
bargainingg position in labor relations. However, careful observations and in-depth
interviewss with women provided more insight into their real situations. In many cases,
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contraryy to what they repeatedly said -that all their experiences are normal and part of
beingg coolies- women expressed dissatisfaction with their working conditions and the
attitudess of mandor. A closer look at their behavior in the gardens shows how they
createcreate ways to cope with these abuses.
4.1.. Dealing with Verbal Abuse and Intimidation
Mostt women confirmed that they encountered bad-tempered mandor almost daily.
Therefore,, they take it as ordinary. This does not mean, however, that women do not
react.. If the workers find their mandor in a bad mood, most avoid closer contact with
himm by pretending to be busy picking. They are unwilling to expose themselves to
verball abuse and offensive remarks. Some women, however, are courageous enough to
respondd in their own ways. Quietly they share their comments with other women in the
formm of jokes.
"Wong"Wong lanang nek konthole ngaceng ra sah menyang wana, marai gendeng kayak
asuasu kebelet" (A man should not go to the garden if he gets an erection, so he will not be
likee a stupid passionate dog). This joke was directed at a mandor who did not stop
mumblingg and shouting to his workers the whole day during scarcity of leaves. A
womann said this when she could not stand it any longer. There was no sign of humor in
herr face but when her fellow tea-pickers heard this 'joke' they started giggling. The
metaphorr 'a passionate dog' is commonly used to refer to a person who cannot handle
hiss libido. It was used against this mandor who forced his workers to collect as many as
leavess as possible, when in fact there were not enough leaves as it was the scarce
season. .
Onn other occasions, women try to guess the cause of their mandor s anger. "I bet
thiss man is suffering a financial loss on his merchandise so he's angry at us". The
mandor'%mandor'% wife ran a small shop in the village and the workers assumed that something
badd had happened at the shop and used this to mock him.
Mostt workers expect their mandor to have problems when they are called for
unexpectedd meetings. This gives the women means to make fun of their mandor
wheneverr he is in a bad temper. "Melasz" tenon, kayonge disengeni sindere kiye
mandoremandore dewe na acara mau, dadi kiimat" (Poor man, he cannot bear his anger after
attendingg a meeting with the sinder, so he suffers a relapse). The word kumat (relapse)
iss used to emphasize the recurrence of the mandor's bad temper. In saying this, the
workerss comfort themselves with the idea that the mandor is a failure in the eyes of his
superiors,, the sinder and administrator.
Thee workers also spoke about sexual matters to respond to their mandor. "Ugh...
Whyy doesn't he shut up! His wife must have refused to have sex with him. What a
pity."" This kind of verbal reaction was widespread. When they encountered mandor's
anger,, many women found it logical to relate this to sexual dissatisfaction. In their
opinion,, men were likely to feel uneasy and emotional if they had problems with sex,
especiallyy if they were refused by their wives. This was due to their belief that men's
libidoo is stronger than women's, and that it needs to find immediate release (see Chapter
Six). .
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AA typical joke such as "Look at this man, he thinks he looks good with his anger",
reflectedd the women's lack of comfort with their mandor's attitudes. While they
avoidedd looking into the mandor's eyes during tense circumstances, they tried to
expresss their discontent by attacking the mandor's physical appearance.
Women'ss spontaneous jokes during repeated distressful episodes at work
demonstratee how the women try to rationalize the behavior of the mandor. These are
alsoo the ways by which the women make sense of their experiences. By creating and
exchangingg jokes, the women can instantly discharge their emotional pain and physical
burdens.. In his research among Japanese inn workers, Yoshida (2001:368) argues that
jokee is the mean by which women workers express their sentiments about their work, to
voicee their everyday difficulties. Following Douglas (1975:93), jokes form rarely lies in
thee utterance alone, but that in can be identified in the total social situation.
Interestingly,, tea pickers are a fun group regardless of the fact that they work hard
underr harsh conditions. In comparison with other types of work in the plantation, the
naturee of tea picking is relatively loose and relaxed. Under the gaze of mandor, the
workerss can still talk, move, joke, and sing freely. Such attitudes are less likely in the
officee and strictly forbidden in the processing factory. Working in the gardens frees
womenn from the rules and formalities of other divisions. In this respect, tea pickers are
perceivedd as unique and extremely funny, talkative, aggressive, and indecent. On this
subject,, an informant working as a clerk in the sub-division office said,
TheseThese tea pickers are deceiving and crafty in their manner. They act tough only if they are in
aa group. But, they stay away from us if they are not with their friends. (Kenti)

Inn other words, women were strong, secure, and powerful when accompanied by
otherr workers. Direct observations of the daily activities of these women demonstrated
houu these stereotypes of women tea-pickers were true only if they were in a group.
Theree were no cases of women who openly teased the mandor without the support of
otherr workers. One or two women might start making fun of their mandor, and then
otherr co-workers would join in to lighten the atmosphere. Lively women are present in
eachh kemandoran and are recognized as provocateurs. Their joking is possible because
womenn tea pickers are always in a group, at work as well as coming to and fro. Being
alonee is therefore difficult for them.
OneOne day I met two women standing in front of the health center. They were waiting
forfor their mandor who promised to give them a recommendation to get medicine.
ContraryContrary to their attitude in the garden, the two women looked extremely uncomfortable
waitingwaiting in the center of the plantation. When I asked them why they did not wait inside
thethe health center (it has a waiting room), they said that they were scared because their
mandorr was not around to take them in. "It is not a place where we belong, we should
notnot be here without our mandor. " After waiting for some time they left the health center
empty-handed. empty-handed.
Inn the gardens one of the women I met was considered tough and vocal and a
provocateur.. Many of her kemandoran mates relied on her help if they had to complain
too the mandor. When she was not in a group, however, she turned into a different
person:: weak and helpless, with no trace of courage. Moreover, she depended on the
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mandormandor to represent her before the paramedic in the clinic. This demonstrates the
tightlyy knit hierarchical order in the plantation.
Thee way the women demonstrate their toughness, strength and confidence in a
groupp reflects their general vulnerability in labor and gender relations. There are no
wayss for them to confront the work difficulties and conflicts with their mandor and
otherr superiors alone. They need to support one another to defend their collective
position.. In doing so, they involve themselves in domplengan relationships, jokes, tease
theirr mandor during his good moods, or tease others that they meet on the way home
fromfrom work. These exciting moments allow them to release tension from work and the
difficultiess of life. In this way, women workers occupying the lowest and most
vulnerablee position and who were subject to unequal power relations survived their
situationss by means of their subjectivity and agency. In doing so, they employed their
capabilitiess and creativity to respond to and change their circumstances to find
themselves.. This is because agency is located in a dialectic relationship with social
structuress and embedded in social relations (see Chapter Eight).
Thee next section deals with types of violence related to sexual matters. Sexuality
playss an important role in the daily relationships between the women workers and
mandor.mandor. It is also central in social relationships between women and male co-workers
andd higher authorities. Sexual matters are crucial as they can be present in the form of
sexuall violence but at the same time can be a source of women's resistance to survive
theirr work.
4.2.. Dealing with Sexual Violence
Womenn plantation workers experience varying degrees of sexual relationships with
malee workers. These include sexual jokes, touching and shoving and sexual affairs. In
thee following sections sexual violence will be described in two contexts, namely
women'ss experiences of sexual jokes and how women actively use these as a form of
resistancee to survive their work conditions3.
SexualSexual Jokes
Whenn mandor are in a good mood most women can have friendly discussions with
them.. These include jokes to enliven the work atmosphere. In these moments, women
enjoyy their work very much and it is hard to believe their harsh living conditions. Closer
observationss of these happy moments provide an understanding of how the women
becomee targets of sexual advances.
OnOn a lovely sunny afternoon, Ratno (a mandor) was supervising workers. The
weatherweather was good and the crop was a bit abundant so there were no reasons for the
mandorr or the workers to be in a bad mood. Ratno told the workers about his
experienceexperience of watching a pornographic video the evening before. (As discussed in
ChapterChapter Two, during the fieldwork, some houses in Kalikidang and Kampung Barat had
electricityelectricity installed, which was followed by the purchase of new electronic equipment.
Wilsonn (1979:2) in his study on jokes, its form, content, use and function classifies jokes
expressingg erotic content as sexual jokes.
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MostMost households invested in entertainment devices such as televisions, radios and video
compactcompact disc players.) Ratno 's experience was a novelty that he wanted to share. The
workersworkers enthusiastically listened to him describing the movie's details. They eagerly
respondedresponded to Ratno's story. Ratno enjoyed himself as the center of attention, so he
sharedshared his story in a demonstrative way by imitating the sexual scenes in the movie.
Onee might expect sexuality to be taboo and reluctantly discussed openly. But, this
wass not the case with the women tea plantation workers while at work, as demonstrated
inn some of their jokes below with men workers.
ThereThere are no funny and interesting topics to talk about during our good times with mandor
andand other men except sexually related matters. Whenever we talk, it turns to sex. Everybody
likeslikes it. It's enjoyable. (Tipah)
YouYou can see that during the weighing times when we meet men other than our mandor like
thethe truck drivers and young men who do the packing, almost certainly we talk about taboo
thingsthings and sexual jokes (ngomong saru). (Kenti)

"Everybodyy likes it!" This saying is common and taken as one of the popular myths
thatt contradict women's actual experiences (Evans 1978)4. Sex is an easy-to-grasp
topicc that anybody can follow. Talking about sex decreases the social distance between
peoplee of different rank. Workers and mandor feel closer when discussing this topic.
Theyy can talk and share their own stories freely and cheerfully. As sexual jokes bring
themm closer to the mandor, many regard sexual jokes as part of communication.
Forr women plantation workers, it is true that sexual jokes are widespread and taken
ass part of teasing one another, and a way of releasing tension at work. During leisure
timee too, these kinds of jokes are prevalent. However, most informants argued that
sexuall jokes must be told properly. The parameters of a proper sexual joke were not
clear,, but later I learned that sexual jokes were acceptable if told among men or women
inn a group. Both men and women informants reported that women had to be careful if
theyy were involved in sexual jokes because men would try to find opportunities to go
further.. According to men, if it was perceived that a woman welcomed his jokes
(ngladeni),(ngladeni), he took it as a signal that she would go further. Thus, women are blamed
whenn sexual jokes go too far. Women's experiences of sexual jokes and harassment
impactt their reputations and relationships with their husbands. This shows that actually
thesee kinds of jokes are not trivial and merely fun because traditional men's and
women'ss roles are at stake (Evans 1978:207). The cases of Riyani and Karti show how
theyy became targets of sexual violence in the workplace, which triggered domestic
violencee in different ways, demonstrating the continuum of violence in the home and
workplace. .
Whenn Gani married Riyani seven years ago, people gossiped that Gani would
sufferr from jealously because of Riyani's attitudes. In the neighborhood Riyani was
knownn as a lively woman who attracted men's attention. In separate interviews with
Riyani,, Gani, and a female neighbor, this case was documented from different point of
views. .
Evanss (1978:204-210) identifies four patriarchal myths vs. women's reality on sexual harassment,
namelyy sexual harassment is fun, sexual harassment is trivial, sexual harassment only affects
womenn in low status jobs, sexual harassment is easy for women to handle.
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II know that people talk behind my back. They perceive me as naughty or cheap because men
courtcourt me. Even if I regard them as just friends these men keep teasing me. You know how
adultadult men are if they tease women? Nggih sing saru-saru kuwi (Always talking about sex).
(Riyani) )
II know that my wife is known as ramah (friendly or easy going) to many people. But our
neighborsneighbors say that she is not supposed to be so close with men. She is a married woman and
peoplepeople think negatively of her. We quarrel a lot about this. (Gani)
RiyaniRiyani goes too far. She knows that Gani won't leave or divorce her so she continues with
herher attitudes. If only she said no to the men who court her or tease her (sexually), I think the
menmen would stop teasing her that way. But, I think she does it on purpose. You know there are
womenwomen who enjoy being admired sexually. (Wanti, a female neighbor)

Riyanii does not find any fault with her behavior because she never intentionally
attractss men. Riyani just behaves the way she is, only men misunderstand her. But, her
husbandd considers her attitudes improper for a married woman, so he asked her to
changee her behavior. Similarly, the couple's neighbor considers Riyani a dangerous
womann who is a threat for men because of her friendliness. Thus, Riyani is blamed for
herr personality. Riyani and her husband quarrel a lot about this. Riyani is hurt because
herr husband offends her by believing she is really naughty.
AA single woman, Karti, also suffers from denunciation about her involvement with
menn in the neighborhood who are her co-workers in the processing factory. Karti is said
too be assertive with married men who court her just for fun. If she objects to the way
thesee men sexually tease her and try to find ways to go further with her, Karti is
supposedd to say no directly and clearly, as dictated by her culture. But, this expectation
iss beyond Riyani and Karti's control. These two women clearly represent how women
aree traditionally trained to serve the interests of others, reinforcing male privilege. It is
difficultt if not impossible for self-interest or individual rights to be identified or acted
uponn as legitimate ends in themselves (Astbury 2003:165). Because of her
indecisiveness,, Karti was criticized and insulted by her neighbors. They accused her of
beingg a single woman who seduces one's husband (perawan sing sok ngganggu bojone
wong).wong). Karti was difficult to interview. She was aware of what people said about her
andd tried to avoid talking with me about this. When I finally spoke to her, she made it
clearr that women are blamed for what men do to them sexually.
SexualSexual Touching and Shoving
Sexuall jokes are not the only sexual form of communication between male and
femalee co-workers. More advanced moves such as touching and shoving are also
'acceptable'.. Observations in the processing factory where men and women work as
sorterss and in the drying section showed that women experience these jokes almost
withoutt complaint. When they were requested to give clear reasons for their
unresponsiveness,, they explained that it was impossible to avoid such experiences.
AllAll men do it and it just depends on us to go further or not. If we show our discontent some
ofof them will probably stop their mischievousness. Nevertheless, they never stop completely,
regardlessregardless of our continuous efforts to avoid being their targets of fun. (Nari)

Itt is not true that everybody likes sexual jokes, let alone sexual advances. A number
off women confirmed feeling uncomfortable when involved in these kinds of situations.
TalkingTalking about sexual matters is common among us. It's just kidding. Yeah, sometimes I am
notnot so happy about it, but if I do not engage in such joking they will tease me, and say that I
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amam pretending to be a pious person. It's not good f or me. But there are many of us who
reallyreally don't like it and just keep quiet... for me, it's fine as long as they do not go further,
youyou know touching and shoving are not goodfor us. (Datem)
Womenn might accept sexual jokes but certainly object to further advances like
touchingg and shoving. Unfortunately, they cannot always avoid these kinds of
harassment,, and others might interpret this as enjoyment.
II don't like them to touch me. I don't like it but I can't do anything... if I make an angry face
oror shout at them to stop, they will just tease me more. There's nothing I can do except stay
awayawayfromthem. But, this is almost impossible because we work together. (Ginah)
Womenn from distant neighborhoods who ride the picking truck were also easy
targetss for sexual harassment. This occurs because both men and women ride the trucks.
Itt is difficult for the women to avoid harassment from the men, and thus assume that
theirr experiences are normal and unimportant. Unfortunately, the women on trucks are
consideredd cheap and permissive by women who do not ride the trucks. Truck drivers
aree also assumed to be the most dangerous men to women workers.
TheseThese women on the truck are aggressive. When the men sexually harass them, they just
screamscream and invite more teasing. (Ngatmi)
II was struck when many women reported that a driver I knew well as a decent
personn was thukmis (an acronym of bathuke klimis, literally meaning a man with a
smoothh forehead, used to refer to a womanizer). Once I heard this, I managed to follow
himm on his truck and had a clear observation of what I had been told! He moved freely
andd seductively teased and touched young women he met in the gardens, unconcerned
byy my presence. When he understood that I was not so keen on what he had done, he
defendedd himself by saying, ""It's just kidding, just to have fun with these women and to
reducee our stress in the gardens".
Nott only women workers suffer from the truck drivers' attitudes. The case of
Minati,, the wife of a truck driver who was working in the factory at the time of the field
studyy illustrates the link of domestic and workplace gender violence in the plantation5.
Whilee her husband was known as thukmis and repeatedly committed sexual violence
againstt his women co-workers, Minati put up with her psychological pain. As a wife,
shee could not stand her co-workers talking about her husband's attitudes. They forced
herr to talk to one of her husband's women. But she was reluctant to face up to that
womann and felt helpless to confront her husband about his attitudes.
II had heard about my husband's behaviorfroma lot of people. But, I never took it seriously.
JokesJokes related to sexual matters are common in this neighborhood. Until one day I found a
lovelove letterfroma tea pickerfroma distant neighborhood. From that letter I learned that my
husbandhusband had gone too far. I am sad but I don't know what to do. I know that he cannot deny
it,it, that's why I don't confront him. (Minati)
Similarr observations were made on payday. On payday, the workers have
completelyy different looks and styles. Well-dressed with make-up, women workers
comee to the division offices where their mandor deliver their wages for the previous
twoo weeks. Some women take along their children to buy candies, clothes, dolls, or
foodd in addition to kitchen supplies from the pasar tïban (incidental market only on
Minatii used to work and might resume work as a tea picker sometime in the future owing to the
flexibilityflexibility of tea picking work (see Chapter Two).
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payday).. Most get together and chat cheerfully with their fellow co-workers. Women
andd men use this time to approach prospective girl- or boyfriends. Payday serves as an
entertainmentt to release work tensions.
Duringg this time, a closer look at the cooperative offices where women line up for
ricerice distribution provides a strange view. The management provides trucks as
transportationn for womenfromdistant villages to bring home their rice and other goods.
Somee adventurous men take advantage of this situation to tease women who ask for
theirr help to place the rice on the truck before they themselves climb up. These men
intentionallyy touch several parts of the women's bodies, especially their bottoms, or hug
womenn from behind, leaving the women screaming helplessly. When other women yell
att the men, the men just shout back ignorantly without feeling guilty. Some women did
nott seem to mind this type of sexual harassment but responded to it in coquettish ways.
Itt reminded me of the women who said that everybody likes to talk about sex, and that
everybodyy uses sexual topics in communication.
SexualSexual Affairs
Inn the plantation community, sexual matters are not just a means of communication
betweenn women workers and mandor or male co-workers, but also between women
workerss and management staff. Interestingly, people rarely talk about sexual jokes
and/orr sexual shoving and touching between women workers and management, but
ratherr of sexual affairs between them. This might have to do with the different ranks
andd places of work, which hinder them from engaging in sexual jokes and other day-todayy forms of sexual violence. Higher ranking men maintain their prestige and power by
avoidingg being too close to the workers, (and as discussed earlier, closeness is
symbolizedd through the exchange of sexual jokes). When they have the chance,
however,, something further can happen.
Duringg thefieldwork,there was gossip about a scandalous relationship between a
middlee manager and a worker. The same story spread over the entire plantation. It
startedd with a male worker witnessing the affair, who was then paid by the middle
managerr to stay quiet. But he could not keep the news to himself. Other women
coworkerss confirmed that they sensed a special relationship between the two people
whilee at work. Nobody believed him when the middle manager informally declared to
workerss that there was no special relationship between him and this woman. In fact,
manyy people felt the woman was being unfairly treated as she and her husband were
promotedd to permanent monthly workers, even though others were more deserving.
Mostt people thought that this promotion was part of the deal between the middle
managerr and the woman worker. Due to the delicateness of the topic, it was difficult to
confirmm the case with the woman or the middle manager.
AA year later, when I had already left the field, I received an update on how the
scandall ended sadly. The middle manager was transferred to another plantation and was
demotedd by two points off his job rank while the woman was transferred and placed in
thee least wanted area of picking -the highest and most difficult to reach part of the
plantation.. This happened after the woman's husband threatened the middle manager.
Thee two men fought in front of the other workers. The husband had finally gotten fed
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upp with talk of the affair and decided to finish it "lanangpada lanange" (man to man).
InIn the second visit, I heard more about this case from different points of view. During
thee case hearing held by the security office and a middle manager who represented the
plantationn worker's association (Serikat Pekerja Perkebunan, or SP Bun), the woman
declaredd her sexual relationship with the middle manager in ways which made it hard
forr the middle manager to deny. Some informants thought that it was right the middle
managerr had been punished for his cruel behavior. Others pitied the middle manager
becausee he lost his prestige due to adultery. Still others blamed the middle manager's
wifee who decided to stay in the city to take care of their school-age children. According
too informants, the middle manager started courting his worker when his wife left him
alonee in the plantation house. In the plantation where the convicted middle manager
wass transferred to, there were also defendants of the middle manager who said that the
middlee manager was unaware of what he was doing because the women with whom he
hadd an affair snared him with pelet (a magic spell). This was a prevalent perception as
thee woman had a bad reputation in the neighborhood. Some said that before her scandal
withh the middle manager, she had engaged in similar relationships with other men in the
neighborhood.. People were quick to harshly judge the women in these kinds of
relationships.. Even though the hearing case was fair to both the worker and the middle
manager,, the woman could not pass the biased moral judgment of the community.
Thee sexual affair above reminded many older workers of a similar occurrence
twentyy years before. At that time, a middle manager had a sexual relationship with a
singlee woman worker. When she became pregnant, the middle manager was the only
suspectt and many confirmed the affair, despite his denials. Interestingly, the family of
thiss woman was given two options by the management as they tried to mediate tension
betweenn the middle manager and the woman's family. The first option was that the
middlee manager would give money to the woman as a form of compensation and the
womann would be asked to quit her job; the second option was to promote the woman to
permanentt monthly worker status. Both options required the middle manager to pay for
thee pregnancy, delivery and pre-delivery Javanese ritual expenses. There was no option
off marriage. After a while, people forgot about the case and the two parties lived
happilyy with their families.
Anotherr sexual scandal involved an administrative worker with a tea picker who
alsoo did part time work as a housemaid about five years ago. When the maid was found
pregnant,, the plantation authority and the neighborhood asked the man to officially
marryy the woman and divorce her later when she gave birth. As a consequence, the
man'ss first wife left their house and decided to stay in another village. Feeling guilty,
thee man followed his wife and commuted to the plantation head office where he worked
untill recently. The maid gave up tea picking and migrated to the city.
Thesee three cases of sexual affairs happened at different times, 20 years ago, five
yearss ago and one year ago. Yet, most women mentioned these cases when asked to
providee information and perceptions related to sexual affairs between women workers
andd their male superiors. This was because these three cases were public knowledge and
peoplee could talk about them without fear of being regarded as gossipers. Even though
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theree were many other similar stories that occurred at different times, these remained
rahasiarahasia umum (public secrets) since there were no strong evidence like pregnancy or
publicc exposure. Sexual affairs between people from different social rank was common
inn the plantation communityó. This demands critical analysis. Relationships between
peoplee of different rank must be understood within the context of gender and labor
powerr relations. Women workers are subject to unequal power relations that position
themm as subordinates in the labor structure as well as in their relations with men. Being
thus,, women cannot have direct relationships because they lack the material basis to
contestt their interests and willingness. Men, on the other hand, use their positions of
powerr to control women and demand submission to their interests. Women's
submissivenesss to their superior's interests can also be seen as a strategy to lessen their
vulnerability,, a survivor perspective which positively understands women's attitudes
andd behavior as ways to actively find solutions to survive. In this way, women
creativelyy use their capacity as individuals to embark on process of autonomous selfrealizationn (Lister 1997). This can be seen in the first case, which clearly shows that the
womann and her husband took advantage of the relationship through compensation as
permanentt workers.
Too sum up, sexual jokes, sexual harassment and abuse of power by male superiors
havee a considerable impact on women. Even if these various types of sexual violence
cann also be used as a way to release tension, to bridge the gaps between women and
menn in higher positions, and to survive their vulnerability, women bear the
consequencess related to prevailing gender and sexuality norms and values. These
consequencess vary from becoming the innocent or unconscious sexual object as in the
casee of women tea pickers in general; bearing the image of cheap women, as in the case
off women who ride the trucks; bearing the image of tricky and mean woman, as in the
casee of hidden sexual partners of management staff; and bearing the life-long image of
badnesss if found pregnant out of wedlock.
5.. Concluding Remarks
Women'ss lack of awareness of violent behavior by mandor and other male
supervisorss reflects the gender and sexual relations pertaining in the plantation
community.. Their submissiveness to the interests of mandor and other male supervisors
suggestss their misperception of class and gender-based violence, which takes shape in
verball abuse, intimidation, and physical harm. Women's narratives taken from
interviewss repeatedly deny their real life conditions as most tend to disregard their
experiencess by seeing violence directed against them as normal and part of their daily
livess as women and as workers. Only through eye-witnessing and then confronting them
withh abusive experiences can one get a sense of how these women really suffer from
workplacee violence. With regard to sexual jokes and sexual harassment, again, by
sayingg that their experiences are normal and part of daily work experiences that are

Suryakusumaa (1986) in her study among women rubber plantation workers in West Java brings
forwardd a similar case, a sexual affair between a woman worker and a management staff member. I
personallyy recalled similar stories from my childhood which I heard from my parents and others in
thee plantation where I lived.
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difficultt to avoid, ultimately they show their subordinate positions as objects of men's
sexuall interests. In addition, it can be assumed that both women's and men's
perceptionss of violence are culturally bound. Any efforts to truly understand and,
ultimately,, to put an end to them should be based on careful investigation of the
questionn of how gender and violence are constructed in a particular community or
culture,, and how acts of violence are experienced and rationalized by women.
'Agency'' and 'subjectivity' are important concepts in attempting to understand
violencee and the ways people respond to it. This leads to the understanding that women
aree not passive actors. Analyzing women's agency and subjectivity within the context
off violence provides valuable insight concerning possible responses to violence.
Womenn employ sexually-related strategies: subjecting themselves either voluntarily or
involuntarilyy to men's sexual interest and even having sexual relations with men. These
strategiess are crucial because the existing cultural meanings and social expectations of
women'ss sexuality stigmatizes women and not men for involvement in extra-marital
sexuall relationships. As workers, women share some similarities: they come from
relativelyy low socio-economic backgrounds, make up the lowest level of the labor
hierarchy,, work under harmful conditions and experience acts of violence perpetrated
byy their mandor and other male superiors. These collective experiences allow the
developmentt of collective mechanisms and group solidarity marked by domplengan and
jokes.. Therefore, contrary to the reality of the harmful working conditions and their
personall and collective experiences of violence, the rest of the plantation community
seess tea pickers as fun and lively. Addressing these different patterns contributes to a
betterr understanding of 'survivors' (and 'victims') of violence. (In more feminist
approaches,, 'victim' is substituted by 'survivor' to both challenge the notions of victim
andd blame on the one hand, and make visible women's resistance and coping strategies
onn the other.) Despite the general tendencies of women workers to subjectively look
downn upon themselves and their status, as a result of their inferior position in the
communityy and plantation social structure, they are actively engaged in day-to-day
strategiess to survive the hardships of their work.

